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What we do

Unify & extract

We provide a single data 
platform by gathering, 

enriching and aggregating 
all relevant technical 

data for an asset.

Analyse & simplify

We apply data science 
to control, validate and 

analyse, so customers can 
use their data in the most 

efficient way possible.

Collaborate & share

We empower customers 
to work collaboratively and 
easily share data, creating 

better productivity for 
all stakeholders.

Integrate & automate

We use technology to 
remove low value tasks and 

reduce risk, through 
intelligent automation, 

integration 
and flow of data.
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Proven globally (since 1993)

Owner/Operators EPCs Assets

Upstream, midstream & downstream

Greater Tortue Phase 1
Tangguh LNG Train 3
Glenn Lyon FPSO
Skarv FPSO
Jasmine Platform
Egina FPSO
Sakhalin II

& many many more

Design, Execute & Operations
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Specifically for Asset Intensive Industries 
– oil & gas, LNG, chemical, renewables, 
shipping etc.

Handling and interlinking  of all types of 
information 
in one system

– Documents

– Tag Data

– Equipment & Parts Data (products)

Enabling digital transformation  

A common working area & central data 
environment 

Functions and processes to work with 
information across the asset lifecycle 
(design, project and operations)

Integration with other systems
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Cloud based (SaaS)

– WFH and global work share ready

– No limits on data or users

– No need for additional software or 
plugins

Multi party information exchange built 
for collaboration

– Integrated work processes with full 
control of information and access

– Host licensee can invite unlimited 
parties to collaborate without cost 
impact

Automation – removes low value, high 
volume work

Configured/tailored to fit your 
organisation (and fast to implement)

All data is stored in a Tier 3 data center
run on 100% renewable energy

The Sharecat platform
Carbon
neutral



The Sharecat Platform 

1 All information 
sources

Multiple
Fields

Multiple
Facilities

Multiple
Suppliers

Multiple
Sub-suppliers

Multiple
EPC Contractors

2 Unified asset and product 
Information platform

Create
& Edit

Collect Workflow &
Distribution

Review Manage Collaborate

Reporting & 
Analytics

Doc & Tag Data
Interlinking

Structure & 
Control

Check & 
Validate

Documents Tag Data & 
Registers

Equipment 
& Parts

3 Data transfer
or interface

ERP & 
Operations Systems

Engineering &
Design Systems

Any 3rd party system
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Engineering 
information

For creating and 
handling all 
engineering 
documents and 
data linked to an 
asset.

A single system for all parties from conceptual design, through to execution and on into operations.

Project & 
Asset Focus

Using the platform 

Supplier 
information

As a "supplier 
portal" For 
collecting, and 
handling all 
information from 
suppliers for a 
specific delivery.

Spares 
information

For handling and 
improving Spares 
data and SPIR 
forms.

Master product 
information 
environment 

As a single source 
of truth for 
technical product 
data to be used 
across assets, 
projects, teams 
and companies

Equipment 
lifecycle 
information 
management

Create, access & 
maintain  custom 
specific and product 
generic information 
linked to specific 
equipment in 
specific assets

Project & 
Asset Focus

Organisation 
& Asset Focus

Organisation 
& Assets Focus

Organisations 
& Assets Focus
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Information
Migration

For structuring, 
checking and 
cleansing 
information to 
migrate data from 
one system to 
another. 

e.g.

Organisations 
& Assets Focus



Unified Asset 
Information Platform

Equipment information across the asset lifecycle
-Approach for Global Equipment Hub (IOGP) and Information Exchange Platform (DDC) 
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Suppliers & OEMs Engineering 
Contractors

Owner / Operators

Asset Lifecycle
Phase

Design
(Concept, 

FEED,/Define)

Execution 
(Procurement, 
Construction & 

Commissioning) 

Operation

Create Product Info

Create equipment 
Info

Provide Product Info
(unrestricted)

Provide Equipment Info
(Restricted)

Access & use 
Equipment Info in 

asset lifecycle

Product Info Updates 
& Notifications

As-built Equipment Info
(Restricted)

Upload

Upload

Upload

Access product info

Access equipment info

Handover to operator

Product Info used in 
engineering

Order equipment

Review equipment info, 
use in engineering & 

construction

Project Complete



Global industry initiatives utilising the
Sharecat platform
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Information Exchange Platform 

Global Equipment Hub



Traditional project info flow 
(offshore example)
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Owner / Operator

Main EPC Contractor/Yard

Supplier #1     Supplier #2

Sub-supplier

Topsides Engineering Contractor

Hull Engineering Contractor

Client Specs Eng. Docs Supplier info

3 Levels of DCC 
& 4+ different DCC 
systems to keep 
up to date

Each system has 
a ‘’master’’ copy of 
each document



Traditional project info flow 
(offshore example)
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Owner / Operator

Main EPC Contractor/Yard

Supplier #1     Supplier #2

Sub-supplier

Topsides Engineering Contractor

Hull Engineering Contractor

Client Specs Eng. Docs Supplier info

3 Levels of DCC 
& 4+ different DCC 
systems to keep 
up to date

Each system has 
a ‘’master’’ copy of 
each document

Complex Traditional hierarchy 

Slow information distribution 
= 

longer time for engineering, reviews in series not parallel

Difficult control & oversight 
= 

high risk of mismatch, error and resulting delays

Complex and admin heavy reporting processes

Highly Inefficient Information Flow and Control.



Sharecat project info flow 
(offshore example)
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End user

Sub-supplier Sub-supplier

Client Procured Items (e.g.) Contractor Procured Items (e.g.)

Main EPC 
Contractor/

Yard

Topsides 
Engineering 
Contractor

Hull 
Engineering 
Contractor

Single Cloud Based System for all 
parties = 

– Data and documents from a single 
solution 

– Only one version of data/documents

– No transmittals

– Control and  visibility of information

– Efficient distribution of information

– Automated validation, processes, API 

– Live data reporting

– Segregation between parties

– Enables Work Share across locations

– Ready to use (and re-use) information



Re-usable product information
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The reference data library (RDL) i.e. what 
data in what format is required per type 
of equipment, can be set up,  maintained 
and expanded to use any standard for 
structuring the data linked to an item

There are several existing class libraries/ 
standards already in the platform e.g. 
CFIHOS combined with references to 
ISO15926. 

Custom standards for individual clients or 
groups of clients e.g. NORSOK z-18 

Mapping between standards
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Access to  a large pool of products already in 
the platform 

Simple, efficient search and filtering

Structured characteristics & documents 
per item

Bulk upload, automated structuring and 
verification of data

Automated check and validation

Connecting data (API) to other systems 
e.g. ERP or design tools

Re-usable product information



Significant potential value
Improved handling of equipment information
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The potential value by improving handling 
equipment information through digital 
technology is considerable:

– The majority of information linked to an 
asset is equipment information (>65%)

– Being able to reuse model part 
information will reduce volumes of 
information required from suppliers by an 
average of 60% per equipment item 
bought.

– Improved handling of equipment lifecycle  
information will result in for improved 
productivity for owner/operators, 
suppliers and engineering contractors 
across the entire life of an asset.

Handling information, documents, digital 
ready objects and attributes, builds the 
foundation for improved information flow 
and integrations with other systems.>80% of equipment documentation 



Thank you!
Dag Pettersen, CEO

dag.pettersen@sharecat.com
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